Jose Sulaiman On Drugs
Written by Jose Sulaiman
Wednesday, 24 October 2012 09:15

Drugs in boxing today in the WBC demand a clarification. I was "baptized" with a dramatic drug
problem back in 1971, during my first representation of the WBC when I was still the Secretary
General. I went out of Mexico to a fight when one of the corners used a yellow liquid for their
boxer, which was confiscated. It was a big dose of amphetamines. Even when there were no
anti-doping rules at the time, there was no doubt that it was an intentional act as a stimulant.

It became a fight among nations that led me to get deep in this matter, with the WBC being one
of the very first international sports organizations to adopt anti-doping rules back in 1975, as
one of my very first actions in my first election as president.
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My first action was to appoint a WBC medical board with Dr. Adrian Whiteson as chairman
and
Dr.
Francisco Massa
as vice-chairman - unforgettable friends and hard-working and committed medical leaders - who
worked for the implementation of all kinds of medical rules that immediately changed the sport
from being a legal act of savages to the safety that we have today, with the intervention of
newer generations and very importantly with the leadership of
Dr. Donald Catlin
, of UCLA at the time, for the implementation of antidoping rules, that started being in effect
since back in 1975. It was much before FIFA, NFL, and others.

The WBC did not, do not, and I believe that we will not adhere to any other drug system of any
other organization, as boxing is a unique and different sport. Amateur athletes devote not only
to win at Olympic Games, but also to break records and win medals, regardless off weight,
height or color, for the pride and honor of nations who keep them well in life and therefore, may
take or accept whatever will make them win and probably do whatever might be necessary.
Boxing is a sport that always has two rivals - the weight being the first, and a challenger the
second.

The WBC started with a specific objective and policy. First, the abolition of stimulants that have
a direct mental influence on a boxer that may give them an edge over their rivals, while also
hurting themselves. Second, for the sake of safety and the protection of the boxers, to forbid
any drug, including pharmaceuticals, that might create a disease in the short or long terms.

The time of getting urine samples for the antidoping tests is absolutely none other than in the
dressing rooms before going into the ring, or after the fights, which is the routine and stated in
the rules. The WBC only wants to test how a fighter is at the time of his performance and no
other time, unless it is a special circumstance. They are professionals and sign for one fight at a
time, every number of months. The WBC requests WADA approved testing systems, but only of
the specific substances that are prohibited in the rules and regulations of the WBC.

The tests are done by the local boxing commissions, most with which we have excellent
relations and amicable agreements of mutual cooperation. We are, and have been, testing
against drugs in boxing since 1975 and we have had only 15 positives in 37 years and about
1,600 fights. We have heard of boxers going into the toilet and have someone else urinate and
other alleged actions, but we have never been able to prove it.
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I have known several boxers who are said to be addicts, but the WBC has always requested the
tests included in our regulations, without exception, after WBC fights, with no more than 2% of
cases when commissions do not report the tests. It is also important to prove the intention,
because unwilling matters happen, like Erik Morales having a positive test of a low dose of
clenbuterol, which in Mexico is natural. That is what farmers give to cattle for their fattening, or
someone with a low dose of marijuana, who could have been in a room and inhaled the smoke
of others.

Boxing is a clean sport, as our data proves. Boxers are people coming from humble beds, who
are proud and lovers of the only opportunity that they receive in boxing to live a decent and a
life with dignity. Boxing is a great sport and the people all around the world working to supervise
boxing and work for the safety of the sport are just as great.

Comment on this article
deepwater says:
lol reminds me of the old golden gloves physicals. 300 guys would show up at the lost battalian
hall and there would always be a guy selling clean urine in visine bottles for $25.
Radam G says:
Hehehe! Deepwater is spot on. I can remember being two and three years and pissy. My big
brother and two of my ugly cousins in law were selling my baby p!$$ to drug-using boxers as if it
were holy water. WTF! Now that I think back, I wonder if the corrupted powers that be could tell
that those pugilists were gettin' their cheat on with baby waste. Hgh! Holla!
Radam G says:
BTW, I'm go ing to go and find those two ugly cousins in law of mine and get my shares of dat
back-in-da day peddling of my baby peepee. WTF! I'm glad that Juan Manuel Marquez was a
toddler around that time too, or dat dude may would have been sippin' my peepee. Nasty
muthasucka. Hehe!
Some whacked-out pugilists will put in anything in dat body or head to get a darn edge. Haha!
Holla!
teaser says:
Not just Jose Sulaiman I think the whole WBC is on drugs lol ....nice title from the author
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malcolmkyle says:
Ending prohibition would greatly reduce, even almost eliminate, the market in illegal narcotics,
cause a reduction in the number of users and addicts, greatly curtail drug related illness and
deaths, reduce societal harm from problematic abusers, and bring about an enormous reduction
in the presence and influence of organized crime. The people who use drugs are our own
children, our brothers, our sisters, our parents, and our neighbors. By allowing all adults safe
and controlled legal access to psychoactive substances, we will not only greatly reduce the
dangers for both them and ourselves but also greatly minimize the possibility of 'peer-initiation'
and sales to minors.
If you sincerely believe that prohibition is a dangerous and counter-productive policy then you
can stop helping to enforce it. You are entitled—required even—to act according to your
conscience.
* It only takes one juror to prevent a guilty verdict.
* You are not lawfully required to disclose your voting intention before taking your seat on a
jury.
* You are also not required to give a reason to the other jurors on your position when voting.
Simply state that you find the accused not guilty!
* Jurors must understand that it is their opinion, their vote. If the Judge and the other jurors
disapprove, too bad. There is no punishment for having a dissenting opinion.
“It is not only [the juror's] right, but his duty … to find the verdict according to his own best
understanding, judgment, and conscience, though in direct opposition to the direction of the
court.” —John Adams
We must create what we can no longer afford to wait for and end the most destructive,
dysfunctional, dishonest and racist social policy in America since Slavery: PLEASE VOTE TO
ACQUIT!
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